Proxim Wireless and NetLogix Partner to Help Organizations Prepare for the Upcoming Stimulus Deadline

Companies Provide Application Preparation Services and Resources; Can Help Prepare Grant Applications Before August 14 Deadline

SILICON VALLEY, CA, Aug 05, 2009 (MARKETWIRE via COMTEX News Network) -- Proxim Wireless Corporation (OTCQX: PRXM) (PINKSHEETS: PRXM), a leading provider of end-to-end broadband wireless systems that deliver the quadruple play, and NetLogix, a leader in wireless telecommunications services, today announced that the companies have partnered to make available a broad suite of stimulus grant application services and resources for organizations preparing stimulus grant applications in the United States. The combination of free resources and paid services is designed to help organizations identify the best funding options available and to have their grant applications prepared before the stimulus "Round One" deadline, which is Friday, August 14, 2009.

To provide an overview of funding options available to organizations looking to deploy wireless broadband networks, the companies have prepared a "Government Grants Resource Guide," which can be downloaded for free at Proxim's site at http://www.proxim.com/learn/library/whitepapers/. This resource provides helpful tips, overviews of the different funding opportunities, and direct links to the application sites and resources.

"Many organizations think that the $4.7 billion in direct stimulus funding is the only funding set aside for broadband deployments, but in reality there are a large number of other funding opportunities as well," said Robb Henshaw, Director of Marketing and Communications at Proxim Wireless. "This guide provides a helpful overview to ensure that organizations know what their options are, and a one-stop resource for direct access to the pertinent application sites."

For organizations that plan to apply for the $4.7 billion in NTIA Broadband Initiatives Program (BIP) or the Broadband Technologies Opportunity Program (BTOP) funding, the companies are also offering direct application preparation services to ensure that organizations can meet the looming August 14 deadline. These services are available directly from NetLogix's site at https://resources.netlogix.com/stimulus.asp, and include:

-- Complete Stimulus Grant Application Package - A fully-customizable stimulus application template that is the starting point to a great NTIA broadband stimulus application.
-- Point-to-Point Link Analysis - A must-do for any network design that is for middle-mile projects, or projects that include a backhaul plan.
-- Point-to-Multipoint Propagation Analysis - An integral part of any network feasibility justification for projects that include a network distribution layer.
-- Technical Writing - Leverage NetLogix's radiant history of successful proposal submissions.
-- Professional Engineer Approval (PE Stamp) - Every NTIA application exceeding $1 million requires a stamp-of-approval from a Professional Engineer from the state in which you are applying.
-- Network Feasibility Assessment - NetLogix can perform an entire network feasibility assessment for your project. NetLogix can develop a project plan for your desired implementation, and integrate the results of your application.
-- Full Network Design - NetLogix's team is made up of telecommunications specialists that can completely design a network for your stimulus application. Whether it's WiMAX or WiFi, middle- or last-mile, the combination of Proxim's end-to-end broadband wireless portfolio and NetLogix's professional design and implementation services ensures that NetLogix can design and implement the right wireless network for your specific needs.
All of the above services require a one-week turnaround time, so to ensure that your applications or network design reviews can be completed before the August 14 deadline, please sign up at NetLogix’s site immediately before August 7, 2009.

"NetLogix has a long and successful history of preparing technical documentation for broadband networks," said Eric DaVersa, Vice President of Business Development at NetLogix. "We partner with Proxim because they have a complete end-to-end wireless portfolio, which gives us the freedom to select the right blend of wireless technologies for any given network. No other vendor gives us that flexibility."

Though there are a large number of different funding opportunities available for the deployment of broadband networks, one common thread in preparing successful applications is the need to show that the requested funds will be used wisely. Wireless has proven time and again to be more cost-effective than the wired alternatives, and as a result many organizations are proposing the use of broadband wireless networks to extend connectivity to rural areas or to deploy wireless video surveillance networks.

For more information on how wireless is more cost-effective than wired technologies for outdoor applications such as rural broadband connectivity and video surveillance, please download the latest Farpoint Group analyst white paper for free at Proxim's site.

About NetLogix

NetLogix is a proven leader in wireless telecommunications professional and managed services. NetLogix provides comprehensive municipal and public safety networking solutions including video surveillance, gunshot detection, and other critical applications. NetLogix's services portfolio encompasses all layers of networks including the design, deployment, and management of data center cores, licensed microwave 3G/4G, WiMAX, and WiFi networks. For more information about NetLogix please visit www.netlogix.com

About Proxim Wireless

Proxim Wireless Corporation (OTCQX: PRXM) (PINKSHEETS: PRXM) is a leading provider of end-to-end broadband wireless systems that deliver the quadruple play of voice, video, data and mobility to all organizations today. Our systems enable a variety of wireless applications including Point-to-Point wireless backhaul, security and surveillance, VoIP, last mile access, and enterprise LAN connectivity. We have shipped more than 1.8 million wireless devices to more than 235,000 customers in over 65 countries worldwide. Proxim is ISO-9001 certified. Information about Proxim can be found at www.proxim.com. For investor relations information, e-mail ir@proxim.com or call +1 413-584-1425.

Safe Harbor Statement

Statements in this press release that are not statements of historical facts are forward-looking statements that involve risks, uncertainties, and assumptions. Our actual results may differ materially from the results anticipated in these forward-looking statements. The forward-looking statements involve risks and uncertainties that could contribute to such differences including uncertainties as to whether or not any specific applications will be approved for funding; difficulties in overcoming the network installation and operational challenges relating to any specific customer or geographical area; factors beyond our control such as weather, geographic, governmental, and interference issues; specific requirements of a given customer in their specific situations; uncertainties as to the extent of any specific product developments or any specific product deployments or types of services available in any specific geographic region; and delays or changes in or cancellation of contemplated product developments or deployments. Further information on these and other factors that could affect Proxim's actual results is contained in the filings made by Proxim with the Securities and Exchange Commission (available at www.sec.gov), including without limitation in the Annual Report on Form 10-K filed by Proxim on March 31, 2009, and will be included in postings made by Proxim from time to time with the OTCQX (www.otcqx.com) and in its other public statements, which may be available on Proxim's website (www.proxim.com).
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